Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Feature extractors, for instance edge detectors, act as concentrators of information that emphasise certain relevant properties of an image and suppress noise and other types of irrelevant information. This process is essential to algorithms which aim to provide high level, semantic interpretations of image content. This is partly due to the fact that such algorithms are easier to formulate if certain types of information are available, but also because images contain such a wealth of information that an exhaustive analysis is usually infeasible. A number of feature extraction operators have been proposed in the context of polarimetric SAR data. Ideally, these operators are designed to take the statistical properties of SAR images into account. Examples include polarimetric edge detectors [1] and texture descriptors [2] .
An important class of operators, point of interest and region of interest (ROI) detectors, has not yet been developed for SAR remote sensing data. ROI operators identify distinctive, prominent or highly informative patches in an image, and are employed to achieve sparse but succinct representations of complex image data. A wide range of problems in the automated analysis of image data can be formulated as search problems, where there is a need to identify certain objects or segments of a scene. In these types of problem, an operator which reduces an entire image to a comparatively small collection of patches, which are localised and have a known size, can greatly reduce the size of the search space to be considered.
In practice, ROI operators are designed to detect salient regions in an image, such as the corners of an object, distinctive object parts, or other localised regions of exceptional information density. Examples of such operators include the work in [3] and [4] . In contrast to interest point detectors, region detectors necessarily operate over a range of scales: as well as identifying distinctive image locations, they are also required to select an appropriate region size, or scale. The mechanism for scale selection is arguably the most important and difficult component of a ROI detector.
The applications for this type of operator are numerous and include, for example, the coregistration of stereo-images in photogrammetry [5] , and the identification of distinctive object parts in modern approaches to object categorisation [6] . Both of these applications are also of interest in SAR remote sensing. The task of data fusion could be simplified by the automated matching of ROIs, and new types of object models involving ROIs could enable improved performance in approaches to scene understanding.
The paper is divided into five sections, the first of which gives an overview of the proposed operator, and describes the associated measure of distinctness. The second and third sections give more detailed descriptions of the two components of the measure, and the latter includes an analysis of the scale selection mechanism employed. Section four contains results obtained and a discussion thereof, and section five contains conclusions.
II. OVERVIEW
The formulation of a ROI operator is intrinsically three dimensional, as the distinctiveness in an image varies with image location and the scale at which the location is considered. As mentioned above, the scale selection mechanism is an essential element in ROI detection. The estimation of scale must be robust, in that the operator should be able to detect a region reliably even when its size changes. An essential property of the scale selection mechanism is therefore that it is unbiased, and does not intrinsically favour one scale over another. This property is termed scale invariance.
A ROI detector is, in essence, a metric that assigns a numerical value to each point in a three dimensional space S(x, y, s). In this space, a maximum at (x, y, s) indicates a region of interest of size s at location (x, y). The operator presented in this paper is based on the work of Kadir and Brady [3] , in which the measure of saliency for S(x, y, s) is obtained by analysing a circular patch of radius s, centred at the image location (x, y).
The saliency at S(x, y, s) is expressed as a product of two factors:
H(x, y, s) is the window information entropy, or, in the case of SAR, a measure relating to the diversity of scattering mechanisms. In this paper, the primary function of the window entropy is to identify distinctive locations in the image plane, locations where the surroundings exhibit an exceptionally high information content.
G(x, y, s) represents the change in window contents with scale (the content gradient), and is, in the present approach, the primary mechanism for scale selection. An abrupt change in the contents of a window as its size is increased suggests that some critical boundary has been crossed, and that a distinctive scale is reached. This boundary could, for example, be the edge of an object, or, more generally, the scale at which the window begins to extend beyond a locally distinctive structure and into the surrounding area. Considering H and G in combination, a salient region therefore delimits a spatially bounded patch containing a diverse set of scattering mechanisms.
To simplify the notation in the sections that follow, the treatment will describe how saliencies are computed for different window sizes s at a single image location. The window entropy and the content gradient will be denoted H s and G s , respectively.
H s and G s are computed from patches of polarimetric SAR measurements, where each image location is associated with a covariance matrix C. C can be obtained directly from the scattering vectork:
Neither the diversity of scattering mechanisms, nor the content gradient is directly apparent from the covariance matrices in a circular window. If the set of covariance matrices in the window of scale s is denoted Ω s , a more convenient representation of window contents is given by the set of mutual distances D s .
where D(X, Y) is the distance measure proposed by Conradsen et. al [7] .
D(X, Y) = −2nρ (2d ln 2 + ln |X| + ln |Y| − 2 ln |X + Y|) (4) In this expression, n is the number of looks, d is the length of the scattering vector, and
The distance D(X, Y) is related to the probability that matrices X and Y are part of the same homogeneous area. Conradsen et. al have developed the corresponding test statistic, which allows one to calculate the probability of observing a distance smaller than a certain threshold z over a homogeneous area:
where
III. WINDOW ENTROPY
The information entropy of window contents Ω s is related to the mutual distances D s , in that the occurrence of large distances suggests some degree of scatterer diversity. In general, the non-normalised entropy of a system that is to be found in one of N states with respective probabilities p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N is given by
In the case of an image, a system state corresponds to a homogeneous region. The probability of a region is given by the ratio of the regions area to the total image area. By explicitly determining the number of homogeneous regions in a polarimetric data set, the entropy can be computed directly. The problem of unsupervised segmentation, however, is difficult, and a less direct method is employed to estimate the number and sizes of homogeneous regions. For each covariance matrix X in Ω s one considers a subset D X of D s containing distances D(X, Y) for all Y ∈ Ω s , Y = X. Each distance is used to determine the likelihood P(X, Y|H) that X and Y come from the same homogeneous region:
where P {d ≤ D(X, Y)} is computed according to equation 6, and is defined as the probability of observing a distance of less than or equal to D(X, Y) over a homogeneous area. The average likelihood
where |D X | denotes the size of set D X , can be interpreted as the frequency with which X is found to lie in a homogeneous region with a covariance matrix randomly selected from Ω s . An alternative interpretation is that the observation f (X) = q is evidence for the presence of a homogeneous region that covers a fraction q of the total patch area |Ω s |. A single occurrence of f (X) = q suggests that a total of (q|Ω| s ) −1 such clusters exist within the window. This evidence is cumulative, such that, for instance, q|Ω s | occurrences of the average likelihood q would support the conclusion that there exists exactly one cluster of size q. This clustering of evidence does not, however, have to be carried out explicitly. Every measurement f (X) = q can be treated independently, since the summation in equation 8 automatically leads to the desired accumulation of evidence. The entropy of equation 8 can therefore be estimated from the observed likelihoods as follows:
IV. SCALE SELECTION The selection of distinctive or exceptional scales is, in this approach, primarily influenced by the factor G s , which measures the extent of change in window contents between two consecutive scales. These changes in content can be quantified by comparing the distribution of mutual distances D at two consecutive scales s and s + 1. The distribution of distances at a particular scale s is given by a normalised histogram compiled from the contents of D s .
Writing the histogram computed at scale s as a vector
where B is the number of bins, and normalisation implies that
the change in window content can be defined as
This expression cannot be used directly as a definition of the content gradient G s , as it is biased towards small scales: the estimated distribution of distances is necessarily less accurate at small scales due to the comparatively low number of samples, and higher divergences between histograms are to be expected.
In computing the distribution of distancesC s , one is estimating the coefficients of a multinomial distribution. As the conjugate prior for this type of distribution is the DIRICHLET distribution,C s is distributed Dir(C s ; |D s |Ã):
where |D s | is the number of independent samples that were available in the determination of
] is a vector of prior probabilities.
To account for the fact that D s is a subset of D s+1 ,C s+1 is written
where 
Evaluating this integral gives the expected change in histogram component i:
An unbiased estimate of the content gradient can be obtained by eliminating the multiplicative bias evident in this expression. The content gradient G s is then given by
The prior probabilitiesÃ do not affect the scale invariance of the operator, and are therefore not of critical importance. A possible set of priors describes a homogeneous region, in which case
where t 0 and t 1 are the lower and upper bounds of bin a i respectively. This choice of prior suppresses the content gradient over homogeneous areas by emphasising changes that occur in histogram bins corresponding to large distances. The results presented in this section are intended to demonstrate the scale invariance of the proposed operator. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of eliminating the bias in the computed content gradient. Plot a) shows the normalised, or unbiased, average content gradient G(x, y, s) x,y obtained over the homogeneous area A of figure 1 for a wide range of scales (window radii vary from 2 to 20 pixels). As expected, the content gradient is virtually constant, and independent of scale, over a homogeneous area. In contrast to this result, plot b) shows the logarithm of the content gradient obtained without bias removal. In the same scale interval, bias causes the gradient to decrease by more than 3 orders of magnitude. Figure 4 shows the results of extracting 50 salient regions over the built up area B of figure 1. The salient regions shown are determined by iteratively finding the global maximum of S(x, y, s). Once the location and scale of a salient region are fixed, further regions are found under the condition that their centres do not lie within previously detected regions. The result shown at the bottom is obtained after reducing the resolution of the original by 30%. Many regions appear identical in both images and, once again, it is very difficult to discern any scale bias.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new region of interest operator, intended for applications in SAR polarimetry. As part of the operator, a novel definition of information theoretical entropy is developed for polarimetric data. In addition, the operators scale selection mechanism is analysed statistically to establish its scale invariance. These theoretical results are validated using real SAR data. The results presented show conclusively that the scale bias has been eliminated. Future work will concentrate the development of efficient implementations of the operator, as well as the evaluation of potential applications in object recognition problems.
